Angela Gutekunst, Angela Gutekunst Interiors: Bold & Organic
For color, think graphite gray mixed with yellow and white, and bold blues in turquoise and
coastal, as well as tangerine orange and bright greens. For fabrics, Ikat prints and tie-dye are
fresh. Sunbrella fabrics originally for outdoor use have crossed over to interiors. Mixing styles
and periods — modern, antiques and vintage. Parisian and industrial. Also, products that are
made in the U.S. Anything reclaimed, sustainable and green. Weathered wood in washed
finishes of gray and beige. Brown is out. Nailhead trim and round pulls on chairs are in.
Simplification and comfort is the theme for today’s busy lifestyles. And we’re seeing new
use of space — the kitchen is the new living room and dining rooms are incorporating more
comfortable banquet seating. And for baths, bring the outside in with organic materials
from nature.
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Abby Rizor & Hattie Wolfe,
Wolfe-Rizor Interiors: Lots of Lacquer
Everything old is new again. Lacquer furniture, cabinets, and even walls and ceilings
are coming back with a vengeance. High-end
lines like Donghia to more affordable lines
like Bungalow 5 are showcasing lacquer.
Even West Elm is getting in on the trend.
We can’t get enough of it!

Debbie Sheaf,
Debbie Sheaf & Associates:
Age in Place
As the Baby Boomer generation ages,
they are faced with challenges in
remaining in the homes they love.
A growing number of homeowners are
discovering that they can continue to
live in their homes safely, comfortably

SHELLEY LAKE

and independently. This can be accomplished with a little foresight, a lot of
common sense and a modest budget.
That’s the premise of Aging in Place
(AIP) and Universal Home Design

Betsy Godfrey, Godfrey Interiors: Tranquil Bedrooms

(UHD), innovative and economical

The master suite has always been the haven for tranquility and rest. Soothing colors

approaches to remodeling and

allow the eye to rest. The custom headboard is upholstered in gray-blue silk, the

redesigning that not only makes your

coverlet is linen-cotton blend. Two comfortable chaises are covered in brushed

home more convenient, comfortable

cotton velvet and the bench is in patterned cut velvet.

and accessible today, but also prevents

The combined textures of silk, cotton, velvet, pale wood carpeting and pale walls
add appeal to the eye and the senses and create calm. Lovely wood trim and heavy
crown moldings adorn the ceiling and window casings. The room is functional,
elegant, soothing and beautiful.

unnecessary headaches and expensive
modifications in the future.
If you have ever said “I want this to
be the last house I live in” or “I never
want to move again” then Aging in Place
is a concept that will enable you to
remain in the familiar environment of

Angela Neel,
Angela Neel Interiors:
Classic But Cleaner

your own home while meeting the
future demands that come with the
natural process of aging or in the event

Classic design never goes out of

of illness or injury. AIP allows you to

style. The best thing at High Point

continue living in your home or in a non-

was the entire Hickory showroom

healthcare environment, using products

because they blend the contempo-

and services that enable you to remain

rary and the classic and give it a

in these settings as your circumstances

fresh look. And that’s something

change. You are in control of your situa-

people can do with things they

tion, which adds to a sense of dignity,

already have by changing the finish

independence and security while main-

or the fabric. Things are scaled

taining your quality of life.

back with less trim, tassels and

As more remodelers, interior designers

overstuffing. People are looking for

and healthcare professionals take CAPS

simplicity but it has to be done in

(Certified Aging-in-Place) training, and

a sophisticated way. You have to

as AARP continues to promote aware-

use restraint, which is sometimes

ness of the CAPS program, I expect to

hard. Take stock of what you have

see Universal Home Design become a

and eliminate some accessories or

standard component of the remodeling

at least change it out. Cleaner is

and design process.

also more serene.
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Donnie Saxon, Saxon-Clark Interiors: European Eclecticism
Old-world style is not passé; it’s just morphed into a more European
approach of eclecticism — a centuries-old piece paired with modern
artwork, for example. For the major furniture manufacturers, Tuscan
and traditional collections are still their best-sellers. Even though
contemporary is being pushed, at least 70 percent of what is being
sold at market in High Point is more traditional.
A brown leather sofa has always been and will always be around.
The muddy, muted European-style palette will transition into various
looks through the years. We’re going more European instead of less.
It’s a transitional look. If you look at older homes in Europe, 400 to 500
years old, you see big, huge pieces but fewer of them.
But you can update the look with a less-is-more approach. The way
to clean up a Tuscan look is to go oversized, bigger, grander, but less of.
It’s another way of being clean. You don’t have to have a clean line to
clean up a room. It’s a simplified approach but there is still a “wow”
factor. I am often asked to take things out of rooms — open up the
corners and some space — but add a larger chandelier or rug.
People want more uniqueness today and they want to be able to
customize furnishings. They don’t just want what they see in a showroom — they want it in a different color or fabric. That’s why we are a
full showroom, not just a design center. We are able to work directly
with manufacturers on design, finishes and fabrics. Trends are all about
following what the customer wants and is comfortable with.

Victor Farina, Farina & Sons:
Rustic Elegance
Rustic elegance is about using a variety of natural
materials. An award-winning great room we did
features a natural, field stone fireplace, planked
wood flooring and custom built entertainment units.
Majestic ceiling beams are actually composite “faux”
pecky cypress that is easy to install and maintain.
Modern amenities include foam insulation, and
energy-efficient windows, doors and appliances.
Brick, stone, marble and granite provide warmth
and interest. The homeowners were very excited
about how different textures combined to create

© EVERETT & SOULÉ

a home they love and feel comfortable in.
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Phil Kean,
Phil Kean Designs:
Efficient Lighting
LED lights are extremely energyefficient, durable, and can be
used both indoors and outdoors. They are fun to use
because they come in an
array of colors that can be
changed. LEDs can be used
to accentuate architectural
details and are used in pools
and landscapes as well. They
can even be used in plants as
they generate very little heat.
The cost of LED lighting has
come down making it an
affordable design option.

Jill Cotton, SOCO Interiors:
Simple Silhouettes

Brianna Jones, Brianna Michelle Design:
Try Nature’s Palette

We love the use of silhouette portraits in

Bringing the outdoors inside and creating a palette that is heavily influenced by the environ-

a modern setting. Old with new — the art

ment. Analogous (adjacent) colors on the color wheel will be popular as color combinations

form that was born in the 1700s has made

for 2012. Using the same color, but changing the value will provide a space with simple, yet

a huge comeback. These keepsake images

sophisticated elegance. Layer more than one color in a room to create added interest with an

add a fun personal touch to just about any

unpredictable twist. Inspired by industrial architecture, combine old and new in an urban

space. Be creative with size and frame styles

palette of muted tones that mimic the earthy shades of natural materials, such as driftwood,

and remember no rules.

grain, stone, water, clay and brick.

Jack Green, Closet Factory:
Updated Man Cave
The garage is no longer just for
parking your car and storing golf
clubs. It’s the new spot for hobbies, and to hang out and relax
with friends. One of the hottest
trends for 2012 is the man cave
— a space where you can showcase your cars, interests, and
socialize in a beautiful space.
Must-adds are flatscreen TVs, a
fridge, lighting, work bench and
tool area, covered storage, and
flooring. Let the experts at Closet
Factory take the biggest room in
your home to new levels.
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Kathryn Cook, Kathryn Cook Interiors: Make It You!
Everyone’s home has a style, whether it’s contemporary, traditional or country.
Within your style, add your own personality and touches by displaying collections, family heirlooms, your hobbies or photographs, which blend in for an
eclectic “lived in” look. Trends are things that you can add to update your home
and keep it current. They are like fashion fads. One addition can easily change
the whole look and feel of a room. Some of the key trends for this year are color,
geometric designs, dark walls, animal prints, iron work and pendant lighting.
Bold green and grays are the prominent colors right now. Touches of green
can be added in florals, throw pillows, frames or other accent pieces. Shades of
gray can be used in bedding, furniture, window coverings or rugs. It is also a
nice addition to the walls. You can paint one focal wall dark or do all, based on
your lighting in the room. Diamonds and stripes have made a resurgence and
again are very popular, and marry well with solids or other patterns.
Animal prints can be used as an accent and add a whimsical touch. They
are available in the standard black and white as well as bold and bright colors.
Iron work, whether real or faux, can be used as window coverings, artwork, or

Michael Duval, Michael Duval Interiors:
Less is More

placed over a mirror to create a whole new look. Whatever you decide to add,
just make sure it reflects you and your personal style.

One of the latest trends for a modern, beautiful
home is to embrace the sentiment of less is more.
Clean lines and fresh, simple elegance help to
make your home into a restful sanctuary. The

Todd Dye, Burlap Home: Neutral and Natural

essence of the less is more look is to clear away

Casual living with neutral and monochromatic colors is in style right

the clutter and let your finest items shine.

now with an emphasis on comfort — only placing in your home what

To achieve this look, choose one room and strip

you truly love and mixing textures. People are looking for eco-friendly,

it down to evaluate which furniture items and

sustainable, textural and simple living right now. An example of this is

accessories are essential to the overall look and

from the High Point showroom of Los Angeles-based Cisco Brothers.

functionality of the room.
Over the years, we can accumulate many
items that may or may not be the best thing for
the space. By purging these items and focusing
on your most essential and favorite things, you
will be able to achieve a clean, fashion-forward
look. To freshen the space, find beautiful objects
of nature that enhance the warmth and comfort
of your home.
Natural accents like a live brightly-colored
orchid arrangement, an oversized ocean shell or
piece of a raw crystal can soften a room and add
a stylish edge. Don’t forget soft elements like a
cashmere throw and overstuffed textured pillows.
Taking the time to edit your belongings and create
an alluring environment will reward you with a
modern and lovely home where less is more.
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BungoBox: Green Moves
If a move is in your future, you should get to
know the easiest and greenest way to pack
up. No more buying and assembling cardboard boxes and taping them up. Durable,
plastic, stacking BungoBoxes — in addition
to boxes (in two sizes), there are wardrobes
for hanging clothes — are delivered to you
on a rolling dolly. After you fill them, just
close the interlocking top, and stack and roll
into a corner until moving day. After you
move, you just call for a pick up.
Founded by Orlando resident Tom
Cannon, it is the largest and fastest moving
box rental company in the country. In addition to the Central Florida location, more
are popping up — even in Canada.
BungoBox won the 2010 BIG* Award for
business innovation and growth.
And for the environment Tom says,
“Surprisingly, until now, there really hasn’t
been a good alternative to using cardboard.
We’ve been using the same environmentally
unfriendly materials for the past several
hundred years. And, unfortunately only half
of the cardboard Americans use actually
gets recycled. The rest gets tossed into
the garbage.”

Laureate Park at Lake Nona: Vibrant Sustainability
Nationally acclaimed eco-friendly and wellness inspired interior designer, Robin
Wilson recently unveiled her latest design project at Laureate Park, Lake Nona’s
newest residential community. Appearing as a design and home style expert
on ABC’s Good Morning America, CNN and Martha Stewart Living, Wilson created
the bold exterior color palette at Laureate Park with more than 20 unique designs
for homeowners to choose from. Laureate Park features six furnished models by
Ashton Woods Homes, David Weekley Homes and K. Hovnanian Homes.
“The Lake Nona community is exceptional,” Robin says. “The homes at Laureate
Park are affordable, energy efficient and showcase non-toxic elements for a healthy
family lifestyle.”
She specified low-VOC paint for the entire development and is consulting with
the building teams regarding elements that can be placed in the homes, such as low
flow plumbing fixtures, passive lighting and energy-efficient appliances supplied
by General Electric. “I remember coming to the raw land and seeing the beautiful
terrain and watching them work hard to preserve the natural habitats of the birds
and other animals,” she adds. “Now, they are working to ensure that the Medical
City has a continued focus on wellness through the homes that are built.”
With modern architectural styles and forward-thinking building materials to
high-tech, energy-saving
systems, the homes at
Lake Nona’s Laureate Park
are making this neighborhood a new standard for
sustainable design. And
with continued collaboration among Lake Nona
partners — like that of
Robin Wilson Home, GE
and Promethean —
“Laureate Park is able to
offer innovative amenities and energy-saving features that can’t be found anywhere
else in the market,” says Rob Adams, a vice president at Lake Nona.
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